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slice
Slice is the first and the original Chool. The wooden
side panels are sliced away to allow an uninterrupted
view of the reactive backrest in action. The white front
panel is angled in order to allow the user to draw their
feet back for extra comfort.

slice-s
Like Slice, Slice-s features the same sliced away
wooden side panels to show off the reactive
backrest. The difference is that Slice-s provides
the user with the opportunity to elect to have the
front panel padded and fully upholstered.

square
The wooden side panels on this model are square
shaped meaning that when not in use, the backrest is
hidden away until activated by the user. Like Slice, the
aluminium front panel is angled for the users comfort.

square-s
As with Square, this model boasts square side
panels which conceal the backrest when not in use.
When activated the backrest slides up and into
position. As with the Slice-s model the front panel
is fully upholstered.

softy
As the name suggests, Softy is fully upholstered and
when in stool mode, can be sat on from any angle. The
upholstered design accentuates the slice of the backrest
and allows an uninterrupted view of Chool in action.

max
The Max model is larger than the other models and has
a slightly higher backrest to provide additional back
support. Max has more padding for extra comfort and
features wooden side panels complete with arm rests.

max-s
This design is the same size as the Max model boasting
a higher backrest and softer upholstery. The difference
from Max is that Max-s comes with fully upholstered
side panels and arm rests.

TM

explained
movement
Chool is an innovation in seating design which has the unique ability to
introduce dynamic movement into any environment. Chools ability to
adapt its form means that it beautifully integrates with tables and work
surfaces and makes any space memorable. Patent No: 1011059.1
When sat upon the seat pod slowly descends a few inches to a standard
seat height. This action seamlessly operates some clever bits tucked
away inside that smoothly deploy a backrest and Chool transforms from
its stool-like form into a chair. To see Chool in action pop along to slam.co

customisation
Chool has been specifically designed
for full customisation. Its modular
design welcomes the introduction of
complimentary colour ways and fabrics.
As standard we offer all fabrics from the
Camira and Kvadrat range. The nonsquidgy surfaces can be finished in any
RAL colour. The side-pods can also be
finished in a walnut veneer.
Slam offers an inclusive design service
which ensures that you maximise the
impact of the product.
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applications
•
•
•
•
•

Boutique hotels
Receptions / waiting areas
Front of office
Lounges
Restaurant - Bar

•
•
•
•

Dining
Home office
Occasional chair
Collectable

more....
We’d love the opportunity to speak with you about how Chool can
enhance your environment.
Feel free to contact us for further information or to arrange an
appointment to come and see us and Chool.
www.slam.co
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